
CATALONIA – FRANCE  10 – 4

Semifinal 1

CATALONIA FRANCE
 Jaume Llaverola (p) Olivier Gelebart (p)

 Xavi Brichs Julien Huvelin
David Cáceres  Guirec Henry

Jepi Selva Sebastien Landrin
Joan Manel Grasas  Igor Tarassioux

Raül Pelicano Jérôme Moriceau
Jordi del Amor Frédéric Hamon

Xavi Lladó Olivier Lesca
Jordi Molet Rémi Lasnier

David Arellano (p) Nicolas Guillen (p)

GOALS
1-0
1-1
2-1
3-1
3-2
4-2
5-2
6-2
7-2
8-2
8-3
9-3
9-4
10-4

CATALONIA WILL BE IN THE FINAL

Blanes June 28th,  2008

(min 4)  Càceres
Landrin (fd)  (min 5.30)

(min 6)  Brichs
(min 8.30)  Pelicano

Landrin (p)  (min 10)

(min 20)  Molet
(min 25)  Brichs

(min 25.30)  Càceres
(min 30.30)  Brichs

(min 40)  Molet
Moriceau (min 41)

(min 43)  del Amor
Lasnier (min 43)

(min 48)  Lladó

REFEREES:   Josep Anton Ribó i Antonio Gómez

Catalonia has beaten France 10-4 and will play the final of the Blanes Golden Cup.

It has been a match with a lot of goals with both teams playing in high quality. The start of 
the game has been really balanced, with a first goal of Càceres in a long shot -coming 
from the mid of the field- that has surprised Gelebart. Landrin, in a free kick, has drawn 
the match one minute later, and Xavi Brichs has scored after a refuse from Caceres' 
shot, advancing Catalonia again. Pelicano has scored the 3 a 1 after a penalty and 
Landrin has exploited again a penalty reaching his second goal and showing that is a 
great player in this kind of situations. Then some players have substituted the ones that 
were inside and Molet has scored for 4-2 before a minutes of hard game. 



The beginning of second half has been decisive because, within six seconds, Brichs has 
scored the 5-2 after shotting an assist of Càceres, and 30 seconds later Càceres placed 
the 6-2 in the scoreboard, what has stopped a reaction of the French in the second time. 
Catalonia has pressed with their plays and with the third goal for Brichs, receiving an 
assist of Càceres again, and a great goal for Molet (8 a 3). The French reacted with a 
sensational Moriceau's goal after an assist of Lasnier, but Del Amor has done the 9-3. 
The final score has been 10-4 with a goal by Lasnier and another one for Xavi Lladó, 
receiving an assist of Càceres who has highlight in this kind of play.
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